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Preface to Semi,- Centennial 
~~~ Catalog ~~ 

~~~~\ \1HIS issue of our General Photographic Catalog marks the 

completion of our fiftieth year of lens making and con

cludes t he fir st half century of the growth of the opt ical 
industry in America. From a most humble beginning our 

bus iness has developed until t o-day we occupy the largest and best 

equipped lens factory in t he world, employing more than I ,20 0 work

men in t he production of optical instruments. 
Our photographic lenses and shutters are now known and used in 

every country on th e globe where photography is practiced. Our 
series offer to the amateur and professional a selection unequalled in 
variety and excellence, it being possible to choose from am ong our 
products a lens suitable for any kind of work, from one adapted to use 
with the smallest band camera to the largest equipment for photo
engrav ing or the three color process. 

\Ve produce many lenses after our own formulce but \\'e are also 
the sole A merica n manufacturers of the \\'orld-famou 

C arl Zeiss Lenses 
including Planar, 'C nar, T e:.: a:Jd Pro-ar::. \Ye produce be e under 
contract a t he ole American licen ee under iden ically t he me 
formulce, method of production and crit ical te t in proce s and after 
complet ion. Al l changes and im proyements are immediat ely imported 
and carried out by us. 

Our aim is the production of perfec t lenses. T o thi s end we are 
constant ly introducing new and improved machinery and methods. 
Each element that enters into the manufacture of any of our products, 
as well as the completed article, is subject ed to the most accurate 
and exhaustive t est s to demonstrate its optical and mechanical per
fection before it is allowed to leave the factory. When our name is 
finally engraved on a finished instrument, it stands as an assurance of 
standard excellence and a guarantee of the best quality in every respect . 



Zeiss Quality 
The Zeiss series of Anastigmat lenses are characterized by perfect 

elimination of the defects inherent in older types. Images are sharply 
defined over the entire plate, and have no curvature, straight lines 
being reproduced as such at all angles. No bright spots due to faulty 
deviation of a portion of the rays of light mar the brilliancy. The 
Zeiss lenses are worthy of the phrase used of them for so many years : 
"TIle best photographic lenses in existence." Marking the beginning 
of the modern epoch of lens manufacture, they today are generally 
accepted as the standard. 

Jena Glass 
The best of the numerous varieties of J ena glass are employed in 

the construction of the lenses here listed. The use of these special 
glasses is an absolute necessity in securing the high degree of cor
rection attained. Weare glad to realize that it is unnecessary t o make 
apology for the isolated air bubbles which appear in almost all varieties. 
Though they appear t o the eye as defects they do not lessen in any 
way the optical properties of a lens and the manufacturers can not 
supply optical glass without them. 

New Apparatus 
T essar-vVe here list this newest Zeiss objective for the fir st time 

It is the lat est product of the genius of Dr. P. Rudolph and we 
recommend it as a rapid, high class objective suitable for all classes of 
photography. It is especially remarkable for the extreme sharpness 
and preciseness of its definition and for the uniform brilliancy of its 
pictures. The smaller sizes we highly recommend for hand cameras, 
the larger sizes for the highest photographic attainments and partic
ularly for reproduction, half-tone and line work. The Apochromatic 
Tessar is superior to any lens on the market for the three color process. 

Unar-Zeiss Series lb, although now very popular, is a product 
made public since the previous issue of this catalog. Its high opt ical 
qualities and excellent mechanical construction part icularly adapt it for 
very rapid work, and we strongly recommend it for its great speed and 
remarkable optical properties. 

Plastigmat f-6.8- This is our own invention and the result of popu
lar demand for an American lens. Our long experience in the production 

B AUSC H & LOl\'l B OPTICAL Co., R OCHESTE R, N. Y. 
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of lenses enables us, we believe, t o provide what is desirable in a photo
graphic lens of universal applicat ion. Plastigmat f-6.8 is constructed 
to meet t hese requirements. It is t he peer, optically, of any symmetri
cal Anastigmat ever produced, with the single except ion of t he Zeiss 
series of Anastigmat lenses. The mounting is of a light and compact 
type, while the lens systems are far enough apart to permit the appli
cat ion of any of our shutters. Plast igmat is especially convenient for 
use on the hand camera and is an ideal lens for general photography and 
portraiture. 

Volute- This is the highest type of iris diaphragm shutter, forming 
an ideal combinat ion with Plast igmat and our other Anastigmat lenses. 
Among the large manufacturers who use our Volute and other shutters 
we may mention the E astman Kodak Company, R ochester Optical 
Company, Blair Camera Company and the Century Camera Company. 
Indeed, for many years our shutters have been used by all the promi
nent camera manufacturers of t he world, all types of lenses, wherever 
made, being equipped with them. 

Sample Photographic Prints 
The various half-tone illust rat ions appearing in these pages suggest 

the quality 'of the work done by our various lenses. It is necessary t o 
state, however, that the photographs haye lost in reproduction much of 
their value as samples of the results actually t o be obtained. Upon 
receipt of t en cents in stamps \ye will mail to those interested a 
characteristic photographic print, made by any one of our lenses. Our 
specimen prints demonstrate t he perfect adaptabil i y of t he members 
of our series t o all classes of photography. 

Our O ther Publications 
Microscopes and Accessories. 
Laboratory Supplies for Chemical and Biological Laboratories. 
Bacteriological Apparatus. 
Projection Apparatus. 
Chemicals. 
Eyeglasses and L enses. 
Bausch & Lomb-Zeiss Stereo Field Glasses. 

N EW YO RK, B OS T ON, CHICAGO, U .S.A. , FR ANK FURT ai m GER:'o[A:-;'Y 
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Bausch & Lomb-- Zeiss 

Planar f-3.6 
Series I a 

Actual Size 

Planar is the most rapid Anastigmat lens on the market. The speed 
varies from /-3.6 in the smaller and medium sizes to/-5 in the larger. This 
is equal to the speed of the ordinary portrait lens, and hence is sufficient for 
photographing the fastest moving objects. 

Planar is all the more adapted to every kind of 
instantaneous work by reason of its covering power 
and definition, details in the shadows being rendered 
visible by the shortest exposures. 

The speed particularly adapts Planar to use in 
making kinemetograph and other negatives for the pro
jection of moving pictures. 

The field is flat and free from astigmatism. 
The angle of view is 72°, of which 50° are actually utilized on the small 

plates for which the different numbers are lis ted. 
Neither the front nor rear system gives sufficiently sharp views to allow 

of their separate use. 
Planar's great rapidity requires lenses of special size, and consequently 

the objective is bulkier and heavier than any other which we manufacture. 
Because of this fact we do not recommend this lens for ordinary use with 
the hand camera. 

BAUSC H & L OMB OPTICA L Co ., R OC HESTER, N. Y. 
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PINK CHRYSA ~TH Et\'IUMS CALLA LILIES 

Bausch &- Lomb/Zeiss Planar-Series I a 

Plagi"", 9 
P lakoid 10 

Planeta 11 

Planu", 12 
Plasma 13 
Plastik 14 
Plastron 15 

of Plate 
ered 'wim 
est top.i= 
nches. 

tx -2 
3 
3.1. 
tx 
. x 

X 

X 

4t 
5 
6 t x 
7 X 

3t 
3t 
4t 
6t 
8 
8t 
9 

P la ta 16 8 X 10 
Pia ta1l1' O 17 10 X 12 
P/at;"id.-=-__ ..:1..:8-=-~~12 X 16 

Equiv- Diame-
alent ter of peed. 
Focus. Lens. 
Inches . Inches . 

- - - ---
41 It £-3.6 
5 11 f-3.8 
6t 11 f-3.8 
8 I 2 f-4. 

10 21 £-4. 
12 21 £-4.2 
141 3t £-4.5 
161 31 £-·t5 
181 31 f- 5. 
24 41 f- 5. 

'!f The next larger plate is well covered with intermediate stop. 

.-\ngle. 
Price . 

Fitted 'with 
Degrees Lens Only. Aluminum 

'·oluteShu tter. 

70 ;;, 53 00 S 70 00 
70 63 00 81 50 
70 77 00 95 50 
65 109 00 129 00 
65 150 00 170 00 
62 1D2 00 ...... 
72 241 00 . .. . . . 
72 300 00 . . . . . . 
68 

I 
349 00 . .. .. . 

68 aD8 00 . .. .. 

" ' hen ordering lenses fitted with shutter, by telegraph, specify Volute in addition to the 
code word for the size of the lens. 
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Bausch & Lomb ... Zeiss 
Unar f-4.S 

Series I b 

Ac(ua l Size 

Unar is an unsymmetrical doublet. Next to Planar it is the fastest lens 
III the Zeiss series, the speed varying from./-405 in the smaller to./-5.6 in the 
larger sizes. About 48° of the field of view are utilized on the particular 
plate for which each number is listed. T he next larger plate is well covered 

with intermediate stop. 
Unar is much lighter and more compact than Planar, 

and hence is specially reccmmended for hand cameras, 
being suited for the most rapid snapshots and all instan
taneous work. With unfavorable conditions of light 
where very rapid work is required, it is not surpassed 
save by Planar. 

Speed and depth of focus adapt Unar to the require
ments for portraiture and group ,York. For the professional photographer we 
manufacture a special " Portrait unar," \\"ith a speed of ./-405. (See Catalog 
of Portrait Lenses.) 

Because of its excellent optical qualities and its strong and even illumin
ation, U nar is unusually well adapted for projection. 

It is entirely satisfactory for landscape and all-around work because of 
its excellent optical qualities, speed and portab ility. 

It is simple in construction, and consequently the price is relatively low. 

BAU SCH & L OMB OPTICAL Co., R OCHESTER, N. Y. 
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Made with Bausch & Lomb·Zeiss Unar /-4.5 

Bausch &- Lomb/Zeiss Unar-Series I b 
-

I Size of Plate Equiv. Diame- Angle . 
Price . 

T elegraphic 
1\ o. Covered with alent ter of Speed. Fitted \\;th 

Code. Largest top.* Focus. Lens. Degrees. Lens On ly . A luminum 
Inches . Inches. Inches. Volute Shutter. -- --- - - - --- ---

Undine 3 2~ X 3~ 4~ 1 £-4.5 65 $ 31 50 $ 48 50 
Ungko 4 3t X 4t 5! 1t £-4.5 65 38 50 51 00 
Ungvar 5 4 X 5 6t 1t £-5 65 42 00 60 50 
Unimak 6 5 X 7 8t l i £-5 65 63 00 83 00 
Unit 7 5 X 8 l Ot 2 £-5.5 65 91 00 111 00 
Univers 8 6~ X 8t 12t 2t £-5.5 65 125 50 .... ,. 
Unpro 9 8 X 10 14i 2i f-5.3 65 164 50 ...... 
UlIze 10 10 X 12 18 3t f- 5.6 65 210 00 ... .. . 

~ The next larger plate is well covered with intermediate stop. 

When ordering lenses fitted with shutter, by telegraph, specify Volute, in addition to 
the code word for the size of lens. 

NEW YOR K , B e S T O!' ) C HI CAGO, U .S.A. , FRA NKFURT a i m GERMAN Y 
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Bausch &- Lomb--Zeiss 
T essar f-6.3 

Series 11 b 

ACtual Size 

Tessar, like all the other Zeiss series, possesses characteristics which 
guarantee it a unique positIOn among photographic lenses of the highest 

quality and perfect ion. Like all the others, also , its claims 
upon the attention and admiration of the photographic 
public, both amateur and professional, are based upon 
merits which years of experiment have now fully demon
strated. It is with the knowledge that T essar is possessed 
of qualities which make it, in some respects, superior to 
all other lenses, that we now announce our readiness to 
supply this latest product of optical computations. 

Construction 
Simplicity-Tessar is an unsymmetrical doublet of four very thin lenses 

made of a new type of J ena glass manufacturecl especially for this purpose. 
The front lens is uncemented, the two elements being divided by a very 
appreciable air space. The rear lens is cemented. The front and rear com
binations are separated sufficiently to allow the Volute or Iris Diaphragm 
shutters to be properly fitted. Tessar construction is essentially characterized 
by simplicity. 

C0711pactness-Tessar is light and compact, and hence particul arly suitable 
for use with the hand camera. The actual size of the 4 x 5 Tessar is shown 
in the illustration. 

BAUSC H & LOMB OPTICAL Co., R OCHES TER, N. Y . 
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Taken with a BAUSCH & LOl\'m-ZEISS Trrss AR No.8, at 2 o'clock in the aftenlOon of a cloudy day, no sun. :Much of the detail is lost in reproduction, 
but a sample print made from this negative may be obtained. (See preface.) 
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Optical QJalities 

Dqinition-Here Tessar stands supreme. The image possesses a sharp
ness and crispness not previously thought of in connection with such great 
aperture and rapidity. The corrections are perfect, the accuracy and preci
sion of the image extending over a field of great angular area. 

Illumination-Because of the small number of lenses, Tessar gathers a 
marvelously strong beam of light and transmits it with undiminished intensity. 
The illumination is characterized by unusual un iformity from center to margin 
of plate. 

R apidiry-Because of this unusual light-gathering power a rapidity indi
cated by./-63 is attained. This is sufficient for all kinds of instantaneous 
photography. 

A lens combining such simplicity 0/ construction and such speed with equally 
uniform illumination and p recise dqimti(J1Z lias never before been placed on the market. 

Application 

Hand Camtra-Tessar is light and compact and may be fitted to any 
hand camera. In the shorter foci it is particularly adapted to use with cam
eras of fixed extension employed for instantaneous work. 

Portraiture and Groups-Here Tessar's speed, accuracy of definition, 
depth of focus and fiat field give it an important place. 

Landscapes-Tessars of long focus produce excellent results in landscape 
work. Objects in the distance and in the foreground are depicted with 
equally marvelous accuracy. 

General Work-None of the Zeiss series is so universally adapted to all 
the requirements of photography as is Tessar, save only the Convertible Pro
tars with their universality of focus. Superior optical qualities, choice of 
long or short focus , compactness of the new mounting and the applicability 
of the Volute or Iris Diaphragm shutters, make Tessar the most satisfactory 
of the entire Zeiss series when one lens alone must serve for all kinds of work. 
Tessar may be relied upon absolutely in those instances where the conditions 
of artistic and pictorial photography are peculiar and unusual. 

Process Work-The uniform brilliancy and definition characteristic of 
Tessar make it particularly applicable to industrial and reproductive photog
.raphy where these two qualities are of such importance. For projection, copy
ing and enlarging Tessar will give satisfactory returns. For process work 
there is no better lens to be had on the market. It is capable of giving the 
most precise delineation of objects in half-tone and line engraving. Indeed, 
its microscopic definition, while working at the large relative aperture of./-6.3, 
makes it the objective par excellence for half-tone work. We cannot impress the 
merits of Tessar too highly upon all who are thinking of purchasing new or 
added equipment for this class of photography. 

BAUSCH & L OMB OPTICAL Co. , R OCHIISTER, N. Y. 
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Three-Color Work-We are manufacturing a special lens known as the 
Apochromatic Tessar, with a rapidity varying in the members of the series 
from J-IO to J-Ij. This lens stands alone in its applicability to three-color 
printing as it is corrected perfectly for three regions of the spectrum, and thus 
the photographer is enabled to proceed with his work, substituting one after 
the other the three ray fi lters employed in this branch of the art, without vary
ing the size or focus of the image and consequently without the inconvenience 
of additional focusing and manipulation incidental to the use of lenses not 
corrected apochromatically. In this field the merits of the Apochromatic 
Tessar guarantee it a deserved popularity. 

An Incidental Advantage 
Attention is called to the fact that another desirable feature is the 

moderate price for which we are able to place T essar on the market. This is 
due to the simplicity of construction, which requires less actual material and 
less labor than does the complicated manufacture of the average high grade 
lens. 

Bausch &- Lomb ... Zeiss T essar-Series II b 
Price. 

Telegraphic Size of Plate Covered Equivalent D iameter Fitted with 
Code. No. with Stopf-6.3 . Focus . of Leus. Lens Only. Aluminum V clute Inches . Inches . Inches. Shutter. 

Tesab 4 3i X 4i 5~ 15 $ 33 50 $ 50 50 16 
Tesee S 4 x 5 6t 1-(0 40 00 57 00 
Tesid Sa 4i x 61 7 Ii 49 00 67 50 
Tesog 6 5 x 7 8i l T70 59 50 78 00 
Tesux 7 5 x 8 10 Ii 80 50 99 00 
Tesade 8 61 x 8~ 1:2 2t 118 50 138 50 
Tesellt 9 8 x 10 1~ 2Tio 15.! 00 174 00 
Tesopo 10 10 x 12 19i 31

5
0- 2-W 00 .. . . . 

Tesura 11 12 x 15 23,30 315 
I< 3U 00 ., . . , 

When ordering lenses fitt ed with shu t ter, by telegraph , specify Volute in addi tion to the 
code word fo r the size of the lens. 

Bausch &- Lomb ... Zeiss Apochromatic T essar 'I; 
Series VIII 

Extreme size of Equivalent Diameter 
Telegraphic No. Plate covered in f Speed. Focus. of lens. Price . 

Code. Reproduction. Inches. Inches . Inches . 
- - -

Apotes 1 14 x 17 £- 10 18,', 2t $ 139 50 
Apotor 2 20 x 24 £- 10 25/0 2* 227 00 
Apotltx 3 28 x 32 £-10.3 33-(0 3i"6 331 50 
A potie 4 32 x 36 £-12.5 46-(0 3i 523 00 
Apotatl, S 48 x 60 f-15 70i 4i 1220 00 

'* Nos. 1, 2 and 3, working at stop 12.5, and Nos . 4 and 5 working at stop 15, give sufficient precision for half
tone reproduction . Nos . 1,2 and 3, working at stop 18, and Nos. 4 and 5 working at stop 30, give sufficien t 
precision for tcngravings. 

KEW Y O RK, B OSTON, CH ICA GO, U .S .A., F RAN KFU RT aI m GER:'I.-\NY 
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Bausch & Lomb-- Zeiss 

Protar f-8 
Series II a. 

Actual Size 

Here th e chief aim is to construct a lens combining rapidity and great extent 
of field . 

The speed is f-8 which is fast enough for ordinary instantaneous work. The 
angle of view is 75° of which 60° are utilized on the various plates. 

Protar IIa is an unsymmetrical doublet, neither system of which can be used 
singly, while the separation between the two is sufficien t 
for the application to the smaller sizes of any of our 
diaphragm shutters . 

The defin ition is excellent, the lens reproducin~ 

detail with faultless exactness. 
The illumination is ample even under unfavorable 

conditions ' and is uniform from center to margin of 
plate because of the perfect spherical and Anastigmatic 
corrections. 

Series IIa was intended pri marily for the hand camera and is suitable for this 
work because of its neat and compact mounting, short focus, applicability of shutters 
and excellent optical qualities. It should always be selected for hand cameras when 
the symmetrical construction is not desired and when a medium wide angle lens is 

' considered necessary. Its focus is shorter than tha t of other lenses while a t the 
same time its covering capacity is quite equal to that of the rest-

In a studio where space is limited aild where good lighting conditions exist, the 
remarkable depth of focus renders this lens suitable for groups. 

I t is used by many leading photo, engravers because of faultless detail, flat 
field and ability to copy straight lines at all angles. 

All numbers prove satisfac tory for general work, wh ether for landscape views 
or instantaneous photography. 

BA U.5C H 8:. I.Oi'm OP TI CAL Co., R OCHES TER, N. Y. 



L OO PING THE L oup. 

Made ".lith Bausch & Lomb·Zeiss Pro tar - Series I Ia. 

Bausch &- Lomb ... Zeiss Pro tar - Series II a 

Telegraphic 
Code. _ o. 

----
Zaba 1 

Zaccho 2 
Zap/fa 3 
Za'IJZ.£a 4 
Zapote 5 
Zarm;ch 6 

Zax 7 
Zayah 8 

Size of P late 
Covered 

·th w, 
top/-8.' 
Inches. 

4 X [) 

4±x 6-t 
5 x 8 
6-t x 8-t 
8 x 10 
10 x 12 
11 x 14 
H x 17 

Eqoi\'"'aleot 
FOOlS 

Inches. 

4% 
5i 
6-t 
8 
9i 

11i 
13! 
17 

'* The next larger plate is well covered with small stop. 

See page 45 for sizes of flanges. 

Diame er 
of Lou est 

Lens. 
Inches. 

i 
! 

1 
1t\-
l iu-
1i 
2 
2J 

Lens Only. 

S 30 00 
33 50 
44 00 
54 50 
64 50 
85 50 

125 50 
160 50 

Price. 

F·, d I ie WIt h 
.-\Iurninum 

,"olute hutter. 

~ 41 .00 
50 50 
61 00 
71 50 
83 00 

104 00 
145 50 
180 50 

""hen ordering lenses fit ted with shutter, by telegraph, speci fy Volute in acldition (0 

the code word for the size of lens. 

1\ E\\, Y OR K , B OS T O:-;-, C HI CAGO , U .S.A' J "F RANKF U RT a I m GER :\ I A~ Y 
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Bausch &- Lomb ... Zeiss 

Protar f-12.S 
Series IV. 

Actual Size 

This is the only lens in existence which combines the two important 

qualifications of wide angular aperture and speed to an unusual extent. It 

may be classed as a medium wide angle and is listed as such, giving sharp, 

well covered pictures, free from the ordinary distorted edges, a very important 

feature in a lens of this character, especially for outdoor architectural photo

graphy. Its use as an extreme wide angle, however, is not precluded if the 

next smaller lens to the ,one listed is selected or a given 

lens is used on the next size plate. Its speed is such that 

it will give instantaneous exposure, and it is particularly 

valuable in flash light exposures of large gatherings. 

The objective is a doublet, each system of which is 

composed of t\\'o lenses . Being an unsymmetri cal lens 

the two systems can not be used separately. 

The angle of view is more than 100° in the first six numbers and 85° in 

the larger. Of these, 68° and 44° respectively a re utilized on the plates for 

which the various members of the series are listed. T he next larger plates 

-ar~ well covered with smaller stops. 

BAUSCH & L OMB OPTICAL Co ., R OC H ESTER , N. Y . 
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Photographed on a November morning with 5 x 8 Bausch & Lomb-Zeiss Protar - Series IV . 
Exposure 5 Yz seconds. 

Bausch &- Lomb --Zeiss Protar-Series IV 

Telegraphic 
Code . 

Zibet 
Z eud 
Z oJicr 
Zei" 
ZiU01Z 
Z oril 
Z ell7lir 

ZoJil 
Z odic 
ZU1l1t 

I ~o . I 
---
I 1 

2 

3 I I 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 I 

Siz.e of Plate 
Covered with 
StoP.!-I2·j • 

I h DC es. 

3± X ..l} 
..l x 5 
4± x Ok 
5 x 8 
8 x 10 

10 xU 
12 x 15 
16 x 20 
20 x 24 
24 x 80 

Equi\-aJeot 
Focus. 

Inches. 

216 

3"* 
4H 
6lIT 
7ll 

16 

lOt 
15t6 
23H 
35 H 
48 .g I 

Diame ,er 
of Lar est 

Lens. 
I h DC es. 

~ 
4 

.g 
:) 

% 
tt 
1 
l ' TO" 
2 

2it 
3i 

* The next larger plate is well covered with smaller stop. 

F or sizes of flanges , see page 45. 

Lens Onh·. 

[ 

17 50 
17 50 
21 00 

I 2.. 50 
31 50 
.. 7 00 
71 50 

125 50 
282 50 
031 00 

Price. 

Fitted with 
_·\Juminu m 

Volute Shutter. 

.. .. .. 

S3..l 50 
3 00 
41 50 
48 50 
64 00 
90 00 

145 50 
...... 
. . . . . . 

When ordering lenses fitted with shutter, by telegraph, specify Volute in addition to the 
code \yord for the size of lens. 

NEW YORK, BOSTO:" , CHICAGO J U.S.A ., FRANKFURT ai m GER;\IA~Y 
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Bausch &- Lomb--Zeiss 

Protar f-18 
Series V 

A ctual Size 

Series V is intended for the most exacti ng wide angle photography. 

For this purpose it is the most desirable lens made, and should be selected 

wherever an extreme wide angle lens is required, such as architectural and 

interior work. Anastigmatic and spherical corrections are the most perfect 

yet obtained in a lens of this character. The images are 

entirely free from distortion from center to margin of plate, 

even with the most extreme angle. No other extreme 

wide angle lens has equal speed, covering power and 

effective angle. 

The larger sizes were designed especially for copying, 

and for that purpose cannot be equaled for quality of 

work. But they are not quite rapid enough for some kinds of photo-engraving. 

The angle of view is 110° in the sizes up to and including 7a. Above 

that number the full angle is 90° . In the smaller sizes the angle utilized is 

75°, but the full angle can be utilized by using large plates and smaller stops. 

In the larger sizes the angle utilized is 40 °. The next larger plate is well 

covered with smaller stop. 

The speed is ./- I8, which is sufficient for most outdoor instantaneous 

photography with sunlight. 

BAU~CH & L Ol\'lB O PTICAL Co., R OCHESTE R, N . . Y. 
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Made with Bausch & Lomb·Zeiss F rotar} Series V. 

Bausch &- Lomb--Zeiss Protar-Series V 

Telegraphic ); o. Covered \\;th Focus. of Lar eSC Fitted wi lh 
I Size of P late Equhalent Diameter , _____ P_ri_ce_.-=_C-'"7""_ 

Code. Stop/-I8.' Inches. Lens. Lens On ly . Alumin um 

I 

Inches. Inches . Yolute Shu tter . 

Zambo 1 .J.± x 6t 3i 9 s 22 50 S 39 50 3 7 
Zanite 2 5 x 7 4l ~ 22 50 30 50 
Zeal 3 61 x 8t 5lJ i 28 00 

I 
45 00 

Z ebra 4 8 x 10 7 r"-il 9 35 00 52 00 To 
Zebu 5 10 x 12 8% 11 44 00 61 00 To 
Zealot 6 11 x 14 10r

7
0 

l..~ 
16 54 50 71 50 

Zenitll 7 12 x 15 12 fo 15 64 50 81 50 To 
Zeta 7a 16 x 18 15~ 1 75 00 92 OJ 
Zulo 8 12 x 15 1 8~ 1 85 50 102 50 
Zero 9 16 x 18 24~ 

I 
I } 125 50 144 00 

Z est 10 20 x 25 3, 1"" 2~ 247 50 2137 50 
* The next larger plate is covered with small stop. 

See page 45 for sizes of flanges . 

·When ordering lenses fitted with shutter, by telegraph, specify Volute in addition to 
the code word for the size of lens. 

NEW Y OR K, B OSTON, CHICAGO , U.S.A.} FRANKFURT ai m GER:-'I A :S Y 
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Bausch &- Lomb--Zeiss 

Protar f-12.S 
Series VII. 

Actual Size 

The lenses in Series VII are the component elements which are com
bined to form the Convertible Protars, Series VIla. They are listed sepa
rately with a view of facilitating the selection of assorted sets of these lenses. 

Each single Anastigmat, by means of a special ada pter, fits either end of 
the lens mount. 

Anastigmatic correction is secured in this single lens by the 
same method employed for the correction of defects in doublet 
lenses, viz : the introduction of several lenses of suitable varieties 
of Jena glass. The images are Anastigmatic, very flat, and with 
almost no distort ion, the little which does exist being found only 
in that pa rt of the image circle outside of the area actually 
included by the plate for which each ize is Ii ted. 

The angle of view is 85°, of which 35° to 4 0 are uti lized on the differ
ent plates. 

The speed is .!-I2.5, sufficient for instantaneous exposures under favor
able conditions. 

The only application, as a single lens , is to landscape photography. 

BA USC H & L Ol\-lll OP T I C A L Co., R OCHESTER, N . Y. 
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Bausch &- Lomb ... Zeiss Protar - Series VII. 

Size of Plate Diameter Diameter 
Price. 

Telegraphic Co vered with Equi\'alent Back of of 
Code. X o. S top ./-12.5.* Focus. Focus. Lens. Image. Fitted with 

inch~s . inches . lDches. inches . inches . Lens Only . Aluminum 
Yolute Shutter. 

--- -----1;-[-1-1-Acacia 1 41; x 6+ 7l"ir 8 ':26 50 43 50 
Awrina 2 5 x 7 81; 01; H 13+ 30 00 47 00 
A ceto" 3 

I 

6t x 8t lll. 12t. l lli 17t 35 00 52 00 
Aclzilles 4 8 x 10 131; 15t 1-t 21t 42 00 60 50 
Acidalia 5 10 x 12 16 171; 11; 25 54 50 73 00 
Aconitum 6 11 x 14 18i 20~ 2 29 75 00 95 00 
Adinol 7 12 x 16 23i- 201; 2i- . 35-t 06 00 116 00 
Aeneas 8 13 x 16 27 30 2-t 411; 125 50 145 00 
A eolus 9 16 x 18 301; 34 21; 47t 174 50 .. . . . . 
A equator 10 16 x 20 33i 37-t 3t 52 227 00 ...... 

Aetlzer 11 18 x 22 39t 43+ 31; 60 206 50 .... . . 

* The next larger plate IS well covered with s'mall stop. 

' >"hen ordering lenses fitted with shutter, by telegraph, specify Volute in addition to 
the code word for size of lens. ' 

N EW Y ORK, B aSTO!', CHICAGO, U .S.A. , FR ANK FURT ai m G ERMANY 
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Bausch &- Lomb--Zeiss 

Protar f-6.3 
Series Vila. 

Actual Size 

The lenses listed in this series are the result of efforts made to construct 
objectives of universal application. Being composed of Series VII lenses, 
each system can be used separately, while the combination of systems has 
greater speed and greater effective angle. 

When the two single Anastigmats are of diffe rent foci, the lens is con
vertible into three lenses of different foci, g iving 
three individual perfectly corrected Anastigmat ob
jectives in one. When the single elements have the 
same foci, two separate objectives may be formed. 

By the addition of one single Anastigmat, six 
lenses, three single and three doublet, are obtained, 
each with different angle, focus, and covering power. 

T he add ition of two single Anastigmats gives 
ten lenses, four single and six doublets. 

Thus all the conditions of universal photography are met, the single 
elements being used for landscape work and other purposes where long focus, 
medium speed, and low or medium angle are sufficient, and the doublet giv
ing an extra rapid lens of wide angle suitable for the fastest instantaneous 
work, the most difficult architectural subjects, and for any situation where 
speed, angle, covering power, depth of focus and brilliancy are required. 

B AUSC H & L O!l'IB OPTICA L Co ., R OCH ESTER , N. Y. 
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OFFICIAL T EST OF HIGH-PRESSUR n WATER :MAINS T RAVERSIKG THE PHI LADELPHIA I( F1 RE BELT." 
The upper of these two pictures was made with Series VII a J No. 17, with 12 inch focus. 

1 he lower picture was made with the rear combination of the same l~ns. 

NEW Y O RK, BOSTO:\J CHICAGO J U.S.A., F RA:\KFURT aIm GER:'-IA:\Y 
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T his is the lens for the photographer who attempts all classes of work. 
The average angle of view utilized on the different plates is about 55°. 
When the foci of the two single elements are the same the speed is / - 6.J; 

when different ,/ - 7 or /-7.7. 
For hal"\d cameras these lenses stand at the head of the list both in opt i

cal qualities and in their adaptab ility to the limited space allowed for the lens. 
In selecting the lens be sure tlu t the back focus of no combination is longer 
than the greatest extension of which the bellows is capable. 

Bausch &- Lomb ... Zeiss Convertible Protars 
Series Vila 

Size Combinations of Cum. Price . 
in Inches of Sing le bined 

D iame-

T elegraphic Plate Protars . Eq uiva-
ter 

Fitted with K o. Covered with Foclis. Speed . of 
Code. lent Tmag-e . Lens Only. Aluminum 

Full Fron t Back Foclis . Inches . V olute 
A perture* Lens . Le ns. Inches. Shutter. 

-- ---£-6.3/ Agollie 1 3} X 
n J. 7f" 7"[\ 4i 6.!f :;; 51 00 $ 68 00 "4 

A labaste,- 2 3t X 4t 8-1 71''s- -1 j £- 7 71 5-1 50 71 50 
A lauda 3 4 X 5 11 1';- 71

3
6 5 £-7.7 81 59 50 76 50 

A lbat,.os 4 4 X 5 8-1 -1 • 1 
uro £-6.3 81 58 00 75 00 

A liza1-ilt 5 4t X 6~ 11 f" 8-1 5 ~ £-7 IJ1 63 00 80 00 
A lkaloid 6 4t X 61 13-1 8-1 6 £-II 101 70 00 88 50 . 
Alkohol 7 41 X 71 l1 f. 11i" 6i £- 6.3 10! 68 00 85 00 
A midon s t 5 X 71 13-1 11 f" 7 £- 7 12 75 00 93 50 
A nallas 9 5 X 81 16 111"1> 7t £- 7.7 1'.'1 - , 87 50 1013 00 
A nchovis 10 5 x 81 13-1 13-1 7i £-6.3 l ;)t 82 00 100 50 
Anilin 11 61 x 8l 16 1:1-1 81 £- 7 14t 94 50 113 00 
Anth,.acit 12 6t x 8} 18i 13-1 Oi £- 7.7 15t 115 tiD 135 50 
Antimon 13 6t x 81 16 16 9± £- 6. 3 151 106 50 125 00 
A ntif}",i" 14 7 x 9 18i 16 10 £- 7 16! 127 50 lJT 50 
Afostat 15 7 x 0 2ili 16 10i £- 7.7 18} 148 50 168 50 
A ristos 16 7 x 9 18i 18i 10n £-6 . .3 18} 146 50 166 50 
A sbest 17 8 x 10 23i 18i 11i £-7 20 167 50 187 50 
Atheue 18 8 x 10 27 1 i 12-1 £- 7.7 211 un 00 217 00 
A tlas 19 8 x 10 23i 23 l ilt £-6.3 22t 188 50 208 50 
A t,-of;,' 20 10 x 12 27 23 141"" £-7 2-1 218 00 2;38 00 
A urora 22 10 x 12 27 27 151 £- 6.3 26 2J'7 50 267 50 
A utor 25 10 x 12 30-1 30-1 18t f- 6;3 26 345 50 . . . . . . 
A zojlavin 28 11 xU 33* 33 - 20t £-6.3 28t 450 00 " . . . . 
A zz".ill 30 12 x 16 30t 391 I 2:3 ~ £-6.:3 311 589 VO .. .. . . 

'* The next larger plate is covered w ith smaller s top . 

t No . 2 Volute is here regularly supplied . If it is desired to use the lens on a hand camera and No . 2 Volu te 
is not wanted, ~e can adapt the Volute No. 1 by reducing the diameter of the lens. T his in no way a.ffects the 
speed of the combination . In ordering kindly specify whether No.1 or )J' o . 2 Yolute is to be fu rnished . 

W hen ordering l enses fi tted with shutter, by teleg raph, specify Volute, in addition to the code word for the 

size of the lens . 

B AUSC H & L OMB OPT ICAL Co" R OC H ESTER, N . Y. 
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Bausch &- Lomb--Zeiss Convertible Protars in Sets 
While a large n umber of doublet combinations are listed, having their uses for the 

same purposes as other doublet lenses, there are two sets of the Single Protars which prac· 
tically cover the entire fi eld. These sets are offered complete with the lenses mounted 
interchangeably, each set consisting of: One lens moun t with iris diaphragm, cap and fl ange. 
as described under Series VII; the Single Protar Lenses (three or fo ur as the case may be); 
and a neat and compact morocco case containing all the parts of the set. 

C Set- Bausch &- Lomb-Zeiss Convertible Protars 

Complete in case, $103.00. Code word, Alp ha. 
Fitted with Aluminum Volute Shutter, 8121.50. 
The six lenses which may be formed with the C set of Protars are shown in the 

accompanying table, together with their angles, covering power, and speed. 

Size of Plate 
Equivale nt Focus of L enses 

in Inches . 
Series. N o . Co vered with Largest 

Largest Stop.~ 
Fron t Back Combined 

Stop . 
Inches. 

Lens . Lens, Focu s. 

1 
2 

I 
5 x 

I 
81 f- 1:2.5 

V II. 3 6 t x 8 } 111)- f- 125 
4 8 x 10 131 f- 12.5 

1 
5 4± x 61 11-(. 81 51 f- 70 

VIla. 6 5 x 7 131 81 6± f- 7.7 
8 5 x 8 13i 11-(. 7 f- 7.0 

*" The next larger plate is well covered with small stop. 

D Set-Bausch &- Lomb-Zeiss Convertible Protars 

Complete in case, $200.00. Code word, Alphabet. 
Fit ted with A luminum Yolute Shutter, :3220.00. 
The lenses of thi s set are the numbers 3, 4. 5, and 6 of Seri es V II. 

An gle on 
5x8 
Plate . 

Degrees . 

48 
38 
32 

70 
65 
59 

T he following table shows th" ten lenses which may be formed wi th this set, together 
with their angles, coyering power. and speed. 

I 
I Size of Plate 

Equivalent Focus o f Lenses 
Angle on in Inches. 

Series . ~o. 
Covered with Largest x 10 

Lar;~clte~~P : $f F ront Back Combined 
top . Plate . 

Len s. Lens. Focus . 
Degrees . 

i 
3 61 x 8t 11-(. f-1 2.5 47 

VII. 4 I 8 x 10 131 f-1.2.5 39 
5 10 x 12 16 f- 12.5 340 
6 11 x 140 18i £-12.5 29 

I 
8 5 x 8 131 ll i', 7 £- 7.0 71 
9 5 x 8 16 11-(" 71 £- 7.7 67 
9a 5 x 8 18i 111

3
• 8 f- 7.7 Q40 

VITa. 
11 61 x 8-1 16 131 8 1 f- 7.0 61 
12 6-t x 8-1 18,1 131 9 £- 7.7 57 
14 8 x 10 18i 16 10 £- 7.0 53 

~ The next larger plate is well covered with small stop. 

!\EW Y O RK , B OS TON , CHICA GO , U.S .A., F R ANK FURT ai m GER:o.I A >OY 
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Bausch &- Lomb 
Plastigmat (-6.8 

Actual Size 

P lastigmat has been computed by ourselves and is the outcome of a desire to 
produce a stric tly American A nas tigmat. vVe have accomplished the purpose so 
completely th at it ' is a source of g ratification to ourselves as well as to the many 
users of these lenses_ 

Plas tig mat has all the attr ibutes of a high grade lens to an unusual extent and 
is the peer of all symmetrical Anastigm ats excepting 
only the Bausch & Lomb-Zeiss Convertible Protar, 
Series VII a . I t has great speed, crisp defi nition 
over a large circle, wonderful covering power and 
even illumination. 

It is produced with the same care, th e same 
method of control and th e same fi nal critical tes t as 
our other types of Anas tig mats . 

P lastigmat is a symmetrical lens, th e front and 
back combinations being composed of four lenses each. The glass used is very 
transparent and absolutely perman ent. 

The separate systems show truly r emarkable covering power, unapproached by 
any other lens, but we mus t h ere in force our argument for the super ior quali ti es of 
the two systems comb ined. The rear combination can be used at a speed of/-IJS . 
The focal leng th be ing nearly twice that of th e doublet, images twice the size a t 
the same dis tance, or the same size a t twice the d istance, are obtained. . 

The focus is longer for the various p la tes th an is usual in other Anastigmats, 
thus g uaranteeing correct perspecti\·e. 

The two sys tems are far enough apart to permit the applicat ion of our Volute 
and other shutte rs. The mounting is light, compact and attrac tive. 

The plates for which the d ifferent numbers are listed are completely covered a t 
full opening. 

Because of its excellent optical properties, light weight, compact form and the 
appli cability of shutters between th e lens combinations, P lastigm at is particularly 
adap ted for use with the hand camera. I t is an ideal lens for general photography 
and we can recommend it in every respect where a lens of the highest op tical excel
lence is desired. • 

> > -

B A USC H & LO! .... IB O PT ICAL CO,) R OC H ES T E R, N . Y. 
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TH E C Otj"::\TRY F .-H R. 

Made with Bausch &: Lomb Plastigmat. 

Bausch &- Lomb Plastigmat 

Equiva-
Size of Plate Covered Sharply a t Price. 

Telegraphic Diameter lent Fitted 
No. of Focus Plastig- with Code . Lens. of }'-6.8. }'-I6. }'-62. ma t Aluniinum 

Doublet . Only. Volute 
Sh utter. ----- -- ------ ------

Plastal 1 i 5t 3tx 4t 4 x 0 ox 7 S 3400 S 51 00 
Plasteko 2 H 6t 4 x 5 5 x 7 5x 8 40 00 57 00 
Plastiea 3 1/~ 71 5 x 7 5 x 8 7 x 9 48 00 65 00 
Plas!os 4 1~ 8! 5 x 8 61 X 81 8 x 10 55 00 73 50 
Plastulll 5 1% 11 61 x 81 8 x 10 10 x 12 75 00 93 50 
Plast--dJa 6 Itt 13 8 x 10 10 x 12 14 x 17 90 00 110 00 
Plastyo 7 2itr 15 10 x 12 12 x 15 16 x 18 120 00 140 00 
Plast,-e/ 8 2t 17 11 x 1..1 1..1 x17 18 x 22 170 00 ... . .. 
Plastmar 9 3t 21t 1..1 x 17 16 x 18 20 x 2..1 210 00 .. . ... 

Plastpox 10 3~ 26 16 x 18 18 x22 
I 

2..1 x 30 300 00 . ..... 
Plas!!um 11 4t 291 18 x22 I 22 x25 28 x 36 480 00 . .... . 

Focusing scale for any Plastigmat, 50 cents. 

When ordering lenses fitt ed with shutter, by telegraph, specify Volute in addition to 
the code word for the size of the lens . ~ 

BA USC H & L Ol\-m OPTICAL Co., R OC HESTER, N. Y. 
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Bausch & Lomb 
Extra Rapid Universal f-6 

Series D 

Actua l Size 

This is the most rapid of the rectilinear type of lenses. Though far from 
equal to the Anastigmats, it is a good lens for gen
eral work and gives admirable service fo r rapid 
instantaneous work and ' portraiture in the gallery 
and home. 

T he speed is /-6 and the angle of view is 70°. 
T he mounting is yery compact and the lenses, 
al though of large diameter, are thin and do not 

appreciably increase the ,,·eight. 

I I P rice. 
Size Diameter Equivalent Back 

Telegraphic ); o . of Plate . of Lenses . Focus. Focus . Fitted wi th 
Code . Aluminum 

Inches. I nehes . l nches. Inches. Len s Only. Volute 
Shutter. 

-- ---
Uieau 0 3t X 4t 1 4t 3H S 24 00 S 41 00 
Ulaus 00 4 x 5 1± 5t 5-(" 28 00 45 00 
Ulcer 1 5 x 8 1t 8 7 36 00 54 50 
Clema 2 6 ~ x 8! 1i 9i ir 8± 46 00 54 50 
Ulllilll 3 8 x 10 2i- 11± gil 58 00 78 00 
Uillage 4 10 x U 2~ 1Jt 12i" 75 00 ... . . 
Cmbel 5 12 x 15 3f;r 17t 15± 100 00 .... . 
Cmber 6 16 x 20 3i 221: 19! 180 00 ..... 

" ' hen ordering lenses fi t ted wi~h shutter, by telegraph, sp ecify Volute, in addition. to th e 
code \yord fo r t he size of lens. 

);EW Y O RK, BOSTO", CHI CA GO , U .S.A . , F RAK KFU RT <1 1m GE R:\I .. \X Y 
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" ... ' &- Lomb 
I{apid Universal f-8 

Actual Size 

This lens is the original rectilinear or symmetrical type introduced by us 

Telegraphic X o. 
Large Stop 

Code. Covers 

--

Uc ztbis 

I 

4:} 31 x .,I t 
Um bria 5 4 x 5 
Uuca 8 5 x 8 
Unel!i 81 61 x 81 
Upis 10 8 x 10 
Uraw 12 10 x 12 
UX" 11 tis 15 1:2 x 15 
Utica 18 16 x 18 
Cut., 22 20 x22 

an d was an important factor in the making of our 

reputation for the manufacture of photographic pro

ducts. It is still at the head of lenses of its type, 

and is recommended where the price of an Anastig

mat is beyond reach. It has excellent covering 

power and its speed of ./-8 is sufficient for all ordi

nary purposes. The angle of view is 60 °. 

E qui v- Diameter Diameter 
PRI CE . 

Back 
alent of I m<lge of Foclis Fitted wi th Focus. Circle. Lenses. 

Inch es. Lens Only. Aluminum 
lnches. Inches . Inches. Volute Shutter 
--- ------ ---

5± s i 4i $; 18 00 :;; 35 00 
6i 9± l lo 5i 22 00 39 00 
8i 11 1-! 7i 26 00 4450 

11i ' 13t l ~ 10.R 35 00 53 50 
l 3i 1 5~ Ii 12t 48 00 68 00 
17 20 2i 15 60 00 80 00 
20t 211 2 ~ 18 75 00 . .. . . 
2..!1 2i ± 3i 2'H -. 95 00 .. . .. 
31 ~ 36 ..!i 28 125 00 .. ... 

BA USC H & L OMB OPTICAL Co. , R OCHES TER, N. Y. 
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Bausch &- Lomb 
High Power Tele,Photo 

The purpose of the Tele-Photo is to obtain satisfactory photographs of 
d istant o r inaccessibfe objects o r views. 

Our T ele-Photo Attachment consists of an achromatic negative system 
mounted in a barrel with rack and p inion adjustment. It permits a variation 
of magnifying power from 3 to 8 diameters by varying the distance between 
the posi ti\Oe and negative lenses. 

It is designed to be attached to any photographic lens, but g ives satis
factory results only when 
used with a lens of the highest 
grade, as e \Oen an insignifi
cant defect in the lens is en
larged to obtrusiv!,! propor
tions through the magnifying 
power of the Tele-Photo. 

It has the advantage 
O\Oer a single long focus lens, that it offers a variation in magnification, that it 
is generally applicable to cameras with bellows extension, and requires much 
less extension to obtain the same magnificatio n. 

The rear end of the Tele-Photo mount is attached to the front board of 
the camera ; the front end is threaded to receive the photographic lens. The 
adjustable tube has a scale to indicate magnifications. 

X E1'i' Y O RK, BOSTON, CH IC A GO , U .S.A. , F R AN K F U RT a / Ill GER:\[A:"V 
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I ::-; 'V r::-;TER QUARTERS. 

A Tele-Photo D emonstration-This picture was taken with a Bausch &: Lomb-Zeiss Protar, Series V II a , 
with a High Power T ele- Photo Attachment magnify ing 5 1 diameters. The small picture in the upper corner 
shows the same scene as it appears in a photograph made with the same lens without the Tele-Photo Attachment. 

Bausch &- Lomb High Power T ele-- Photo 
DISTANCE FROM THE FRONT BOARD T O T HE GR OUND GLASS . 

Equivalent . Magnification . 

Size. 
Focus of Result ing Focus when used with Tele-Photo Attachment. 

Price . Photo 
Lens . 3 4 5 6 7 8 

--- - - --- ---- - --- - ---
Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches . Inches . Inches. Inches. Inches. 

4 x 5 61 61 9g. 1 2~ 16t 191 22i $) 16 00 
5 x 8 8i 8:\ 13 171 22 2ut 31 18 00 
6-); x 8-); lI t 10-); 1 6 ~ 22:\ 28-); 34:\ 40t 20 00 
8 x 10 13t 13t 20:\ 27:\ I 34:\ 41:\ 48:\ 24 00 

Telegraphic Size . 

I 
Diameters of -Image Circle. 

Code . Inches . 'Vhen used with Tele-Photo Attachment. 

Tab 4 x 5 I 5± i t 9t 12 
I 

15 17:\ 
Tabby 5 x 8 . 6:\ 9.3. 

· 1 

12 :\ 1ut 19i 22:\ . 
Tabid 6t x 8,) I 8 11 14± l ' 22 26 
Table 8 x 10 9 1:2i 1Gt 20i I 26 30 

N. B. - \Ve do not advise the fi tting of T ele·P hoto Attachm ent to any except the 
very best quality lenses, as results will not be satisfacto ry. 

L enses should in all cases be sent us in order to secu re correct adjustment and fit ting. 
T he scale indicating magnification is computed for prevailing foci of photographic 

lenses, but special standardized scale will be made at a n ex tra cost of 75 c"en ts . 

BA USCH & L Ol\I B OPTICAL Co ., R OCHESTE R, N. Y. 
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Bausch &- Lomb 
Hand Camera T ele,Photo 

The Hand Camera T ele-Photo is offered as a serviceable but inexpensive 
attachment giving limited magnifications. It has been used for a number of 
years with very satisfactory results . It is applicable to almost any camera 
when used at a magnification of 2 Yz diameters, but enlarges up to 4 diameters 

with added length of bellows. 
The methods of attachment 

and use are the same as with the 
High Power Tele-Photo. The 
adj ustment for magnification is 
by sliding tube in cloth lining. 

Our Hand Camera Tele-Photo 
will be found satisfactory in 

the desirable qualities of rapidity, illumination and definition. 

I I Series. 
Approximate Bellows I For Cameras Mentioned and 

Televaphic Size. Focus of Length, for Others Having as Pric~. 
Code. Photo. Lens. 2! ~l agni- Much Bellows Length. 

Inches. fication . 

Telhl/btL 4 x 5 I .\ 61 9t 
{ Premo. 

$9 00 
Telhl/to 5 x 7 .\ 1 l Oji 10 00 .:>. 

Telhader 6} x 8~ .\ l Ot 15 11 00 
Telhaef 4 x [) B 6 8t { Poco, Monroe, Ray, Mon· 9 00 
Telhl/far 5 x 7 B 7~ 12 tauk, Ascot, Graphic, 10 00 
Telhagoll 

I 
61 x 81 B .101 16 Glencoe, \ Vizard, Vici. 11 00 

Tellwha ~'4 x 5 C 6 71 
{ Kodak. 

9 00 
Telila ima *5 x 7 C 8-1 91 11 50 

* PIctures of the above SlZtS \\111 trun slightly smaller. 

T he H and Camera Tele·Photo can be fitted to Anastigmat and other types of lenses at 
an extra cost of $2.50. As these lenses are usually of considerably shorter focus than" the 
R. R .'and Symmetrical lenses for which the Hand Camera T ele-Photo is designed, the image 
circle will not quite "cover the plate for which the Anastigmat is rated, except at the high 
magnification. Adapters are necessary for lenses not having standard screw, and an extra 
cha rge of 81.50 is made for th em. 

If bellows iength is less than given ab9ve, we supply the T ele·Photo giving the 2! 
magnification and over. In this case, however, the corners of the neg"ative may be -cut and 
t he print trim smaller with th e lower powers. The fu ll bellows length should be given when 
ordering. 

~ E''t'' \"OR J..: , B OST ON, CH ICAGO, U .S .A., FRANKFURT ai m GER :'\tA?\Y 
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Bausch & Lomb 
V clute Shutter 

Theoretically and practically the proper place for a shutter is at the 
dlaphragm point of the lens. An Iris Diaphragm, opening and closing at that 
point, gives the maximum illumination with the min imum motion, absolutely 
uniform exposure, and an increase in the depth of focus, covering power and 
definition of the lens, with no distortion of the image, the entire picture im
pressing itself upon the p:ate from the moment the shutter begins to open 
until it closes. 

Volute represents the h ighest type of this form of shutter. It is the most 
rapid, compact, convenient, dust proof, durable and elegant Iris Diaphragm 

Shutter ever offered. It gives bulb and time 
exposures and works automati.cally at varying 
speeds very closely approximating from 3 seconds 
to Th-, Tt-a and -l5 second respectively in Nos. 
I, 2 and 3. All speeds are controlled by our 
patent pneumatic retarding device. An exposure 
of Tto secon d is fast enough for athletes, race 
horses, express trains and the like in motion with 
very good sized images. There is no other Iris 
Diaphragm Shutter gi\-ing equal speed. 

The shutter is set by simply moving the 
pointer at the top. Any size opening, from pin hole to largest stop, is 
obtained by placing the lower pointer opposite the stop number desired. No 
extra stops or diaphragms are needed. 

Volute can not open or expose the plate while being set. It can be 
arranged for use with two or more lenses. 

When exposure is made the shutter opens instantly and remains open 
to the full extent until the exposure is completed when it closes instantly, 
thus giving the greatest possible exposure and correct relative exposures for 

all speeds. 
The shutter is set by raising the setting lever. Exposure is made either 

by pneumatic b ulb or by depressing the setting lever. 
All working parts are enclosed \\"ithin the case, protecting thel11 from dust 

and making the shutter more convenient to use. The actuating mechanism 
is simple, durable and not liable to get out of repai r. The \\"o rkmanship is 
the very finest throughout. Volute is made in three sizes and can be applied 
to lenses up to and including those having an aperture of S2 mm. It can be 
fitted to any lens and is supplied on all makes of cameras. 

It is furnished with rubber bulb and hose. 

BA USCH &:. L Oi\'lB OPTICA L Co., R OCHESTER, N . Y . 
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l\fade with ,"O LuTE-Every Detail Sharp - Speed Ih Second 

TOT QUITE F AS T E :S-OL"G H 

~Iade " -ith Very Good Shut te r Having Speed of ,b. Second 

Bausch &- Lomb Volute Shutter 

Will T ake I 
Price. 

T elegraphic Code. 1\0. Lenses with Automatic Exposure 

I 
Fitted to Fitted to 

Opening of Lenses of Our Lenses of Other 
l\1anufacture. Manufactures. 

~~~ 

Vol" 1 24 mm . 3 sec. to Tto- sec . S17 00 '18 00 
Volaa; 2 36 mm. 3 sec. to Tiro sec. 18 50 20 00 
Volutar 3 52 mlTI. 3 sec. to "fly; sec. 20 00 22 00 

;;;;g= On account of its very small size, Volute is applicable to the pocket cameras. 
T he blades being extremely thin, it can be applied to those lenses in which the combinations 
are " ery close together. 

~ -~ Y O RK , B OS T O:S-, CHICA GO, U .S .A., F R A N KFU RT a / Ill GF.RM .o\::-OY 
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Bausch &- Lomb 
Iris Diaphragm Shutter 

This is the original shutter of the Iris Diaphragm type. The Iris Dia
phragm Shutter has been in use for[ 3 years and has been an important factor 
in the development of modern photography. While superseded by the im

proved Vol ute, it still holds its position as a 
~ fa\'o rite, is in eyery way reliable and is 

capable of accomplishing all but the most 
critical results. 

T elegraph ic Code . 

D atp/tou 
D a1Zites 
Dara 
Darius 

I ?'o . 

2 

3 

4 

It does not jar the camera even when 
working at the highest speeds, and cannot 
open or expose the plates while being set. It 
always improves the covering power and depth 
of focus of the lens with which it is used. It 
works at a maximum speed of about Tiro sec
ond in the smallest size. 

It is operated either by pneumatic bulb or 
finger release. A simple turn of the setting 
lever makes it ready for exposure. Time of 
exposure , is controlled by our patent retard
ing device . 

It is supplied with rubber bulb and hose., 

Wi ll T ake Lenses 
with Opening of 

22 mm. 
28 mm. 
35 mm . 
45 mm. 

Fitted to 
Lenses of Our 
:Manufac ture . 

$12 00 
13 00 
l..i 00 
15 00 

Price. 

Fitted to 
Lenses of Other 

Manu factures. 

$13 00 
14 00 
15 00 
16 00 

B AU SC H &. L OMB OPTICA L Co. , R OC H ES T ER, N. Y. 
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Bausch &- Lomb 
Automat Shutter 

T his shutter is strictly automatic, in that it is always set ready for exposure 

Telegraphic Code, 

I 
N o. I 

Autom 1 
Autm'a 2 
Autexi! 3 

and is released by simple pressure of the 
pneumatic bulb or finger release. This is an 
important feature as there are many occasions 
when there is not sufficient time to set the 
shutter or when, in endeavoring to get a quick 
result, the setting is forgotten. It is very 
compact and neat in appearance. Since its 
firs t introduction it has become very popular 
and is destined to grow in favor. 

T he speed can be made to vary from ap
proximately I second to about Tb-o second. 
It has time dey ice by which shutter may be 
opened and clo ed by two successive pressures 
and bulb device by which shutter may be kept 
open with one pressure. Speeds are controlled 
by our patent retarding device. An Iris Dia
phragm gives any size stop, the stop values 
being read off on a scale graduated especially 
for the particular lens used with the shutter. 

It is supplied with rubber bulb and hose. 

Price . 

Wil! take Lenses Fitted to Fitted to with Opening of Lenses of OUf Lenses of Other 
Manufacture. Manufactures . 

23 mm . 810 00 811 00 
30 mm, 12 00 13 00 
40 mm. 14 00 15 00 

_ -~ Y ORK , BOST ON, C H ICAGO, U .S.A., F RANKFU RT aI m GERM A S Y 
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Bausch &- Lomb 
Unicum Shutter 

Of all the medium priced shutters, this has been and is the most popular 
in this country and Europe. Hundreds of thousands of them are in use. It 

them being first 
of stop desired . 

Telegraphic Cod •. 

UlIica?' 
Unirex a 
Unilot 

-

is well made and durable, simple in con
struction and reliable in movement. The 
speed, controlled by our patent pneu
matic retarding device, can be made to 
vary between speeds approximating I 

second to about 1"5-0 second. It has 
time device by which shutter is opened 
by first pressure and closed by the second 
pressure, and bulb device by which 
shutter is kept open during pressure. 

The blades are so shaped as to give 
the most even illumination possible with 
two blades only, the aperture formed by 

elliptical, then circular. An I ris Diaphragm gives any size 
It is supplied with rubber bulb and hose. . 

I 

Price ) \nth Retarding Device. 

:\0. ' Vill take Lenses 
with Opening of Fitted to Lenses Fitted to Lenses 

of OU f Manufacture. of Other Manufactures. 

I 1 21 mm. S 6 00 $) 7 00 

I 2 26 mm. 8 00 9 00 
I 3 35 mm. 10 00 11 00 

BAUSCH & L Ol\'IU OPTICAL Co., ROCH ESTER, N" . Y. 
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Bausch &- Lomb Automat Stereo Shutter 
Owing to the newly awakened interest in stereoscopic photography and 

the demand for adequate equipment for this class of work, we have been led 
to construct our Automat Stereo Shutter. Specially designed for this work, 

perfectly constructed and finish
ed, painstakingly tested to ab
solute unifo rmity of operation 
of blade and diaphragms, this 
shutter will gi,·e complete satis
faction . It has time device by 
which shutter may be opened 
and closed by two successive 
pressures, and bulb de vice by 
which shutter may be kept open 

with one pressure. It works automatically at a speed varying approximately 
from 1 second to about Tio second. It is applicable for use with the best high 
priced an d Anastigmat types of lenses. It is suppl ied with rubber bulb and 
hose. 

Te legraphic Code. TO. 

S tc,·cmatix 

\\Till take Lenses 
with Open ing of 

22 mm. 

_ -.r. " Y O R K , B OS T ON, CHICAGO, U.S.A., FRANKFURT ai m G ER M A ..... Y 
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Distance between 
Centers . 

3)« inches. 

Price. 

$20.00 



Bausch &- Lomb 
Photo..-Engraving Prisms 

These prisms are used to reverse the image formed by the lens, from left 
to right, thus making it unnecessary to strip and turn the film in process work. 
They effect a great saving in time and labor, and obviate the danger of stretch
ing or damaging the film during manipulation . Their use does not reduce 

t he sharpness of the image which 
the lens produces. 

Only optical glass of the best 
quality free from stain and defects 
is used. The three surfaces are of 
the highest polish and utmost pre
cision. The silvering of the diag
onal surfaces is of the most perfect 
whiteness and is g uaranteed against 
deterioration. 

The metal mount forms a per
fect protection to the prism. It· 
is so arranged as to bring lens and 
prism as close together as possible, 
t hus retaining the greatest effective 
angle of the objective together 
with maximum illumination and 

speed. A threaded adapter makes it possible to attach. the prism to any 
photographic lens. 

To secure convenience of manipulation we furnish an adapter with revolv
ing collar and clamp, which makes it possible to move the objective, with the 
prism, on its own axis in any direction and secure it in any desired position. 

Full Figures in the margin show correct size Prism for Lenses as below. Price. 
Aperture Bausch & 

of Lomb~Zeiss Bausch & Bausch & Bausch & Bausch & 
F itted to 

Apochr. Lomb-Zeiss Lomb-Zeiss Lomb-Zeiss Lomb~Zeiss Fitted to 
Prism. 

Tessar. Protar. Protar. Pro tar. Tessar. B & L-Zeiss Lenses of 
J nches . Series V ITI. Series Ila. Series IV. Series V. Series IIb. Lens. other make. 

2t .... . No.6 No.7 No.9 No. 7 $ 54.00 $ 57.00 

21 No. 1 .. . . . . .. , . ... . . . .... . 60.00 62.00 
3 .. . . . N o. 7 No. 8 No. 10 No . 8 90.00 92.00 

3t :\0. 2 :\0 .8 .... . . ... . No. 9 130.00 132.00 

'" N o.3 

I 

.... . ... . . . .. . . K o. 10 180.00 183.00 

4t N o.4 . . . . . No.9 . . .. . _-0. 11 240.00 245.00 
5 K o. 5 ... . . No. 10 .... . .... . . 310.00 315.00 

In estimating the size of prism which is required for a particular lens, a size should be 
selected which is at least equal to the diameter of the hood. A size which is larger than 
this is preferable, but under no circumstances should a smaller one be selected, as, in the 
work in which these prisms are required, it is of great importance to u tilize all the light 
which the lens can transmit. 

BAUSC H & L OMB OPTICAL Co., R OC HESTER, N . Y. 
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Bausch &. Lomb 
Bichromate of Potash Ray Filter 

I 
;:.' 

This attachment, by absorbing certain rays from the light which reaches 
the lens, equalizes the effects which the various component colors in white 
light have upon the sensitive photographic plate. T he true color values of 
all objects a re therefore accurately reproduced in the monochrome picture. 
Over exposure of the sky is prevented and detail in the clouds reproduced. 
The rays of light which cause halatio n are absorbed, and thus halation is 
impossible. Distant objects appear distinctly in the image even when photo
graphed through miles of atmosphere. 

.-\ IFF I P 

The Bichromate of Potash Ray Filter is simple in construction, consisting 
of a neat metal ring in which is mounted a glass cell, the top and bottom of 
which are made of two thin pieces of a high grade optical glass, with sur
faces perfectly plane and parallel. The cell holds a solution of bichromate of 
potash. This construction is specially adapted for the three color process, 
inasmuch as the cells may be fill ed with fluids of any desired color, and the 
shades may be easily varied by strengthening or diluting the solutions, which 
do not degenerate. 

Our Ray Filter fits like a cap on the front of the lens, the most con
\'enient position for attachment or removal , and is manufactured in four styles. 

); EW Y ORK, B OSTON, C HI CAGO, U.S .A ., F RAN KFUR T aI m GER~I A~Y 
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RI!D AN U WHIT E R OS ES. 

A Ray Filter D emon stration.-The picture at the left was photographed in the ordinary way. 
The picture at the right represen ts the sa me subject photographed with 

Bausch &. Lomb Bichromate of Potash Ray Fi lter. 

Bausch &- Lomb Bichromate of Potash Ray Filter 

Number. Inside D iameter. Price. Price of 
Inches . Morocco Cap. 

1P F , :$ 3 23 ::;; 70 
1FF 1 ~ 3 25 75 
1 1" 3 23 70 
2 l !i 

i 3 50 70 
3 2 3 To 3 50 75 
4 2y9(f 4 00 80 
5 2it 4 50 90 
6 33 

8 5 00 1 00 
7 3!i 

4 5 50 1 10 
8 41 

8 6 00 1 20 
9 4!i 

i 8 00 1 35 
10 5i 10 00 1 50 

Style " A " is cork lined and fi ts over hood of lens. \Y hen ordering send st rip of good 
paper just reach ing around hood. Style " B " has three binding screws and can be fitted to 
lenses varying in size from the diameter given in table to one·half inch smaller. Style 
" l P" is similar to style" A " but with mounting reduced to fit regular hand cameras 4 x 5 
and 5 x 7. Style" I FF" is intended fo r box cameras with fix ed focus lenses and is attach
able' by extra flange fastened to front of camera . 

B AUSC H &. LOMB OPTI CAL C O., R OCHES TER, N. Y. 
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Bausch &- Lomb 

Iconoscope 

The Iconoscope is the id eal finder, 
g iving a reduced image of th e exac t por
tion of the v iew of which a photogra ph 
is desired. Correct optical pr1l1ciples are 
the basis of construction, the res ult being 
an instrument of absolute p recis ion. 
T he im age is sh arp and clear, without 
distortion, every detail being clearly seen, 
while the brilli ancy is s ufficien t to r epro
d uce all objec ts actually as they appear 
to the eye. Inasmuch as the im age is 
not reversed or inverted, all objec ts are 
seen in their natural pos itions. 

T he picture is projected by two 
plano-concave lenses, through a glass 
pris m d irec tly to the eye, the angle of 
projection b eing such as not to cause 
inconvenience to the photographer, who 
eas ily glances from the image to the 

object without assuming an unnatural position. 
The mounting is of metal throug hout, but is light, convenient and attractive. 

It is fas tened to a metal slide, working in a m etal bed plate attached to th e camera 
bed . Consequently, by hav ing several bed p lates, a sing le Iconoscope may be made 
to do du ty on any number of cameras. 

A n adjus ta ble hood prevents refle ctions, and the image th erefore do es not 
requ ire to be shaded. A spring click holds the instrumen t in the proper position. 

The leono cope is made in th ree si zes in wh ich the images vary in size while 
retain ing the ame p roport ions. 

Size . I Height . Width . D epth. Each. 

A Ii in . i in. i in . $5 00 
B It " Ii " Ii " 5 50 
C 2 " It " It " 6 00 

I 

Each I conoscope is f urn ished in a neat box. 

VV e make two types of I conoscope in each o f the th ree sizes, to cove r all conditions . . 
lYe designa te these (S) " short focus" and (L)" long focus." ,"V h en ordering specify S or L, 
as the case may be. 

S IZ E OF PLATE. 

4 x 5 
5 x 8 
6t x 8t 
8 x 10 

S HORT Focus " S . " 

About 5* in . Equiv. F oc. 

6t " 
8 " 
9~ " 

::\ E W Y O RK, B OST ON , CHI CAGO, 'U .S .A., F RAI'\ K FUR T ai m GER) IA!'\'\' 
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L O NG Focus " L. " 
A bout 6~ in . Equiv. F oc. 

8i " 
" 11~ " 
" 13 - " 



Bausch &- Lomb 
Projection Lenses 

Our Projection Lenses are the only ones produced in this country and in them is offered 
an optica l production of great reliability as opposed to the unreliable quality of European 
lenses. They u tilize an exceptionally large amount of the light of the lante] n and give sharp , 

1'0 . I Size. 

1 4/ .. P la te 
2 '.2.;;3 " 
3 1/2 " 
4 1/3 " 
5 IfJ " 
6* 1/4 " 

clea r, beautifully illuminated pictures. The field is 
extremely flat. T he illumination is uniform ove r 
th e entire screen. T he mounting is of superior 
finish, t he movable tube being nickeled and working 
in a cloth sleeve. T h e adjustment is by spiral pin
ion and d iagonal rack and works with great accuracy . 

Wh ere a small picture is to cover a large Screen 
at a short distance, the special wide angle obj ective 
No. 6 is recomm ended. 

Back Focus. I E quivalent Diam~ter of 
Focus. Lenses. Price. Inches. Inches. ] nehes. 

10.\ 15 3 $32 00 
8t 12 2-j- 21 00 
7 10 2t 14 50 
5.\ 7-j- I i 1'.2. 00 
4t 6 Ii 7 00 
3 5 Ii 8 00 

PROJECTION TABLE 
Showing Distance from Object to Screen,. Diameter of Picture . in Feet, and Focus of Lens Which 

Must be Used When Object is Three Inches in Diameter. 

Equiva1ent Distance from Object to Screen, in Feet. 
Focus of 

I Lens. 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
--------- --- ----------------

15 in. " 

{ 
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

12 " ~ 7-j- 10 12-j- 15 171 20 221 25 
10 " '0 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 
71 " ti 4 8 12 16 '.2.0 2 .. 
6 " e 5 10 15 20 
5 " .~ 6 12 18 '.2.4 Ci 

-

BAU SCH & L Ol\'1B OPTICAL CQ" R OCH EF: R, N . Y. 
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Bausch &- Lomb 

Condensing Lenses 
These lenses are made from carefully selected glass. We take the greatest 

care in annealing and in fi nishing the surfaces. They are used almost exclu
sively in this country on account of their superiority. 

If mounting is desired, we furnish our light and compact improved mount 
whose construction is such that there is the least possible danger of the lenses 
breaking when heated. 

Diameter. Focus. One Lens . Pair of Lenses . 
Inches. Iuches . 'C nmo unted. ~'Iounted . 

J 51 or 61 S 1 25 $ 4 00 

4t 51 or 61 1 35 5 00 

41 51 0 1' 61 1 50 6 00 
5 61 1 75 7 50 

51 8 2 25 9 00 
6 10 3 00 12 00 

61 10 4 00 18 00 

7 12 5 75 24 00 

ti 12 7 50 32 00 
9 14 10 00 40 00 

10 15 13 50 50 00 
12 1 ~ 27 00 80 00 
H 21 40 00 120 00 

Brass Flanges for Bausch & Lomb Lenses 
Number :2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Diameter, inches 11 I i 2 2t 2} 3 3t 4 5 5t 60 

Price, each $ .50 .50 .75 1.00 1 00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.50 3.00 

Morocco Caps for Bausch &- Lomb Lenses 
Number. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Diameter, inches I t 1:1 I i 2r'-6 2y', 21 2£ 31'6 3-(1l' 4:(1)" 4-(1)" 5-(0 

Price, each $ .60 .60 .65 .70 .70 

Grained Leather C aps for Bausch 
N umber. 1 2 3 4 
Diame~er, inches I i 11 21 T1)" 211 

3" 
Price, each $ .40 .45 .50 .55 

~~ -:: •. Y O R K B OST ON, CH ICAGO , U .S .A., FRANKFURT ai m GERMAl'\" Y 
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.75 .80 .90 1.00 1.10 

&- Lomb Lenses 
578 

2i 3-:1" 3-(1)" 
.60 .70 .80 

1.20 1.25 

9 10 
4-(1)" 5t 
.90 1.00 



Focusing Glasses 

H astings' Aplanatic T riplet Magnifiers 
These lenses are made after formul<e by Professor Charles S. Hastings and 

are the best magnifiers obtainable. They are very compact and are therefore 

Catalog 
N o. In. 

15576 J4 
15578 Ys 
15580 Yz 
15582 ¥ 
15584 1 

Catalog 
No. 

15566 
15568 
15570 
15572 
15574 

especially adapted as a pocket companion. The field 
embraces a wide angle and the image is sharp and fla t 
to the very edge. The working distance is large, and 
the defi nition is such as to show deta ils not visible with 
other magn ifi ers of equal magnification. The mount-
ings are Germ an sih-er, nickeled. 

D iameter. 
Magni fi cation . 1 Focus. 

R eal Field. I 

In. 

J4 
Ys 
Yz 
Ys 
¥ 

Each. 
Mm . Diameter. In. 

I Mm. Mm. 

6 20 Yz 

I 

12 8 $7. 00 
10 14 ¥ 18 14 7.00 
12 10 1 25 20 7.00 
18 7 lYz 38 30 700 
25 5 2 1 50 40 700 

Achromatic T riplet Magnifiers 
T hese lenses are thoroughly achromatic. The field 

is large and fl a t and the image sharply defined and free 
from all color. T he mountings are German silver, 
ni ckel plated . Optically and mechanica lly these lenses 
are of high quality. 

Diameter . I Magnification. 
Focus. 

Each. 
Mm. Diameters . Til. I Mm. 

6 40 J4 6 $·1.00 
10 20 Yz 12 4.00 
12 14 ¥ 18 4.00 
15 10 1 25 4.00 
18 7 lYz 38 400 

Focusing and Retouching Glasses Reducing Glasses 
Large field of view and sl igh t magnifying 

power particularly adapt these lenses for this Very useful, especially in industrial 
class of work. They are our own production photography. The lens is double concave 
in their entirety. Th e lenses are carefully and mounted in nickeled rim wi th ebonized 
ground and the mou ntings are neat and durable 

I wood handle . with nick eled rim and ebonized wood handle . 

Diameter. 
Each . 

II 

Catalog l\ o. 
D iameter. 

Each. Catalog !\ o. 
In . ~Im . In . 1\1111 . --- - - - --- - --

16312 2 50 S .60 16324 2 50 $1.00 
16314 2Yz 62 .80 16326 2Yz 62 1.50 
16316 3 75 1.00 16328 3 75 2.00 
16318 3Yz 87 1.50 

II 
16330 3Yz tJ7 3.00 

16320 4 100 2.00 16332 4 I JO 4.0C 
16322 5 125 250 16334 5 5.00 

---- -

BAUSC H & L O i\'lB O P TF N , V 
_ <" N . Y. 
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Choice of Lenses for Hand Cameras 
Hand cameras require that the mountings of lenses be as compact as 

possible in order to permit the camera to fold in a small space. Our mounts 
are designed to meet this condition, as is evidenced by a glance at the illus
trations of our lenses reproduced in actual size in the preceding pages. The 
other properties being about the same, !hat of speed is the all important con
sideration. Lenses of ordinary speeds are satisfactory under usual conditions , 
but it is the extraordinary work on dark or misty days, in early morning or twi
light, for which it is important to be prepared. 

Since hand camera work consists chiefly of instantaneous exposures, it is 
desirable to obtain speed, covering capacity and depth of focus with proper 
angular field. T hese characteristics are combined to the greatest possible ex
tent in the lenses which we here recommend for this class of photography. In 
all, the equivalent focus is shorter than the diagonal and longer than the short 
side of the plate, and the angle is sufficiently large so that each can be used 
on the plate next larger than the one for which it is li sted, g iving the immense 
advantage of greater angular range. The speed of all is ample for every kind 
of hand camera work. 

It is often desirable, and, in cases of interiors and confined situations, 
absolutely necessary, to use lenses having considerable angle, which is to be 
obtained only by using a shorter focus. At the same time covering power 
must be obtained to the greatest possible extent. Such are the lenses men-
ioned in Table II. Under favorable conditions they can be used fo r instan
aneous exposures. 

An ideal outfit should comprise both medium and wide angle lenses. 
Both classes are made interchangeable in the shutter or barrel, and are optically 
of the g reatest possible efficiency. 

I n the following tables we give a resume of lenses suitable for hand cam
eras. from which a selection can be readily made. For additional information 
concern ing the optical properties of lenses, reference may be made to preced-
. descriptions. 

Lens. 

Plana r I a 
Cnar I b 
Tessar II b 
Protar II a 
Protar VII a 
Plastigmat 
:::- ..;ira Rap id U ni versal 
• 'pid C ni\'ersal 
-

Lens. 

-:> T I U 

Protar '\"'" 

T able [-Medium Angle Lenses 

3\i x 4J4' . 4 x5. I 5 x 7. 
5 x 8. 

No. 10 No. 11 No. 13 
No. 4 No. 15 Nos. 6,7 
No . 4 No. 5 Nos . 6, 7 
.. . . .. No. 1 No. 3 

Nos. 1,2 Nos. 3,4 Nos. S, 9, 10 
No. 1 No. 2 Nos. 3, 4 
No. 0 No. 00 No. 1 

No.4Y. No. 5 No. S 

T able [[- W ide Angle Lenses 

3\ix4J4'. 

No.1 

4 x 5. 

No.2 
No.1 

5 x 7. 
5 x 8. 

No.4 
No.2 

U .S.A., FRA NKFURT aim GERMANY 
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G}f x 8}f. 

No. 14 
No. S 
No. S 
No. 4 

Nos. 11, 12, 13 
No. 5 
No. 2 

No . Sy. 

6}f x 8}f. 

No.3 



To O ur Patrons 
Articles list ed in this catalog can be obtained from any dealer in 

photographic goods, either in the United States or Canada. Where 
there is any difficulty in obtaining our products through the dealer, we 
shall be pleased t o supply them direct as per catalog. 

Special sizes of lenses, either larger or smaller than listed, will be ' 
made to order only. Prices on application. 

Price for matching t wo lenses for stereoscopic work, $3.00 

Lenses on Approval 
vVe send lenses on ten days' approval to . responsible parties seno

ing satisfactory references, or will forward lenses for examination and 
trial in care of the express companies. The purchaser may, if he desires, 
forward the price of the desired apparatus with his order. The goods 
will then be sent on ten days' trial, and if not wanted, the amount in 
full will be returned on receipt of goods uninjured and charges paid. 

Lenses may be ordered on appro\'al through dealers in photographic 
goods. 

Terms 
Parties unknown to us will please send cash with order; or, if desir

ous of opening a credit account, will please give imformation and refer
ences that will enable us to pass upon the matter. 

Checks drawn on banks other than New York, Boston, or Philadel
phia are subject to collection charges of fifteen cents for amounts less 
than one hundred dollars, or one-eighth of one per cent. for an1(;)11:11ts 
more than one hundred dollars, and this sum should be added to remit
tance. 

\ iVhen cash accompanies order, and goods are to be sent by ri'lail, 
add amount of postage to rmzittance, otherwise goods will be sent by, -
press, charges collect. Goods sent by mail are at purchaser'S risk. 

Goods will be sent by express C. O. D. only when amounti : .:; 
more than five dollars, express and return charges to be borne by ~-

chaser. One-fourth of total amount should accompany order. . 
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